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 These include velocities for lead and any bullet material along with a mass factor. The factors required to compute the center of
gravity (CG), projectile mass, the time of flight (TOF), and range at bullet release are also available. Compute all these factors

using the typical ballistic properties of a typical bullet such as a 5.56mm NATO or.223 Remington. This program also computes
muzzle velocity and other projectile characteristics at the 'point of aim' for many rounds. The program uses the National

Firearms Association (NFA) tables to compute the terminal ballistics of a long gun such as a.308 Winchester. This program
provides enough accuracy to accurately place a close range hit on the target and allows for multiple rounds to be fired at once.

The program can simulate the effects of the rifle's recoil on the bullet's CG. This ballistic calculator can easily be adapted to the
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needs of certain users in the National Rifle Association (NRA), such as the National Shooting Sports Foundation (NSSF). There
are two versions: One for Windows and one for Mac OS. Contents Load Data From Data Sources: This software uses the

following sources to estimate a round's path and properties: As this software is used to estimate how the round will behave, the
data sources above are the most important in the calculations, as they will affect the accuracy of the predictions for a given

round. "Bullet" source file contains all the data entered for a round. Source of all the data in the bullet. Contains all the round's
data. This bullet contains the following data: The caliber of the round. The bullet ID number. The bullet type. The bullet's

WTM. The round's caliber, bullet type and WTM are entered in the bullet file. The round's Velocity is entered in the bullet file.
The round's deceleration is entered in the bullet file. The bullet's entry speed is entered in the bullet file. The bullet's exit speed
is entered in the bullet file. The round's MASS is entered in the bullet file. The bullet's entry force is entered in the bullet file.

The bullet's exit force is entered in the bullet file. The bullet's RAPID is entered in the bullet file. The 82157476af
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